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But this dragon shadow accompanies, it looks like a powerful shot, but ye Chen grabs it at will. The gun's 

Dragon shadow, just like an illusion, dissipates in an instant! 

 

Everyone is stupid. It's more frightening than the sudden appearance of Ning ChiYin to fight with Zhang 

Lao! 

 

At first, ye Chen seriously injured Qin Xun. They thought it was a sneak attack. Qin Xun was careless, so 

he got hurt 

 

Now it seems that they are wrong, and wrong! 

 

Ye Chen's strength completely crushed Qin Xun! 

 

But Qin Xun this moment, the way heart all wants to completely collapse, boundless panic already 

submerged his consciousness! 

 

Ye Chen said flatly: "I heard that you are very kind? I'm also very kind. Don't worry, I won't kill you. " 

 

For ordinary people to listen, may be relieved, but Qin Xun's body shaking is more severe! 

 

Why? 

 

Because, ye Chen increased benevolence two words, he is very clear, this so-called benevolence, that 

means life is not like death! 

 



Suddenly, Qin Xun knelt down in front of Ye Chen and cried with his rotten face: "Mr. Ye, I I'm willing to 

make up for the damage I've done to your servants by abandoning the elixir field. Please spare my life... 

" 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, a tiny smile way: "when did I say, want to waste your Dan Tian?" 

 

"This..." Qin Xun is a little confused 

 

What does Ye Chen want? 

 

Ye Chen said casually: "I want to scrap more than one Dantian. There are 206 bones in the human body, 

and I want to crush them one by one!" 

 

Without waiting for Qin Xun to speak again, ye Chen has already pressed his hand on his shoulder, and 

the vast force gushes out. In a burst of crushing noise, Qin Xun's shoulder is completely crushed and 

blood flows! 

 

Next, a scream goes on! 

 

Ye Chen actually crushed his bones one by one! 

 

All the people in the Cold Moon Valley took a breath. Even in the martial arts world, this scene is cruel! 

 

Most importantly, Qin Xun is a disciple of the East emperor's temple! 

 

But, just hurt the servant of Ye Chen, then be retaliated to this point! 

 

This is the real ruthlessness! 

 

Everyone, in the heart secretly swear, from now on, provoke who, can't provoke Ye Chen! 



 

When ye Chen let Qin Xun go, his body had been completely dyed red by blood, and his whole body was 

like a pool of rotten meat, paralyzed on the ground, so miserable that it was beyond description. 

 

When Zhang saw this scene, his eyes began to crack. Qin Xun was a disciple of the East emperor's 

temple. Not only that, his grandfather was also an elder in the East emperor's temple! 

 

It was destroyed by Ye Chensheng! 

 

The face of the East emperor's temple is lost today! 

 

However, now, even he has been unable to protect himself. Under Ning ChiYin's crazy attack, the 

wooden shield soon has been covered with cracks! 

 

At this time, with a roar, the wooden shield was completely cracked, and Zhang's withered face was 

suddenly terrified. He yelled: "Ning ChiYin, how dare you?" 

 

Ning ChiYin gave a sneer. He didn't even bother to say anything. With a sword, he hanged Zhang Lao! 

 

The surging sword light instantly locked Zhang Lao, who was too strong in the real world, and his eyes 

trembled at the moment! 

 

He held a wooden fork tightly in his hand and danced wildly. The rolling blue light suddenly surged out 

of the fork and turned into countless blue thunder. The roar almost shattered the spirits of the people 

present, and many of the martial arts' seven orifices had already gushed blood! 

 

At the moment, Zhang Lao obviously had already fought for his life, and the attack was extremely 

frightening! 

 

In a flash, the sword light cut by Ning ChiYin collided with the blue storm. It seemed that the frightening 

blue storm only lasted less than a breath, then it was broken. The sword light continued to bombard 

Zhang Lao! 



 

Zhang Lao's face changed wildly, and he smashed a jade pendant suddenly. A jade like mask appeared 

around him, which could block the sword! 

 

But, even so, Zhang Lao is also suddenly highlighted a mouthful of blood, the breath instantly depressed 

down! 

 

Ning ChiYin has no intention to stop. He has a long sword in his hand, and the light of the rolling sword 

becomes a sword array. He is going to suppress Zhang Lao! 

 

"No!" 

 

At this moment, Zhang finally gave out a scream of panic. His body flashed, and he seemed to want to 

escape. However, the sword array completely confined the whole space. Even with Zhang's strength, he 

could not escape from the sword array for a moment! 

 

In a flash, the sword array was like a sharp blade falling from the sky, crushing Zhang Lao's body directly 

into a blood mist! 

 

Everyone was staring at the scene 

 

A strong man in Taizhen was killed in this way? 

 

For a time, their hearts are fearless to Ye Chen and Ning ChiYin! 

 

Crazy woman!! What a crazy woman!Even more, they are in awe of beilingtian 

 

Beiling temple is a place to cultivate monsters! 

 

Or that kind of monster that eats people and doesn't spit out bones! 

 



All of a sudden, a dim shadow appeared in the blood fog. As soon as the shadow flashed, it flew away 

towards the distance through the blood. Ning ChiYin sneered: "old man, discipline is not over yet." 

 

After that, it's a sword to the soul! 

 

But at this time, the sky suddenly rang out a shrill way: "rather red sound, you dare!" 

 

At the next moment, the power of the three extremely terrible thoughts came down from the sky at the 

same time, and turned Ning ChiYin's sword into invisible. The power of the three thoughts turned into 

three figures in an instant, blocking Zhang's soul! 

 

These three figures are just the three people, Xu Yanling and the Eastern Emperor! 

 

Zhang Lao saw these figures, but also slightly relieved, hiding behind the three figures. 

 

The East emperor forgets the opportunity and looks very ugly. They are in the East emperor's temple 

and can't get there in person. After sensing that Zhang is in danger, they immediately use the secret 

method to lower the avatar of shennian. This avatar of shennian can temporarily possess part of the 

strength of the noumenon. Together, the three of them are enough to block Ning ChiYin and let Zhang 

have a chance to escape 

 

But, still a step late! 

 

Every taizhenjing is an extremely valuable resource even for tiandian! 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot the opportunity and never dreamed that Beiling temple was so crazy that 

he dared to fight the elders directly? 

 

However, fortunately, Zhang's soul did not dissipate. By the means of the East emperor's temple, he was 

able to reshape Zhang's body. Although it cost a lot, it was not a heavy loss. 

 



But, at this time, a figure suddenly flashed, appeared next to the soul state of Zhang Lao, and the 

Eastern Emperor's mind completely locked in Ning ChiYin, there was no time to respond! 

 

Zhang Lao's face changed. Without waiting for him to respond, he had already been held in the palm of 

his hand! 

 

The East emperor forgets the opportunity three people pupil a shrink, the moment looks toward that 

person, this person is awe inspiring is North Ling Sheng! 
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The Eastern Emperor's face twisted and said, "beilingsheng, what are you doing? Is it true that Beiling 

tiandian really wants to fight against our Donghuang tiandian? " 

 

Beilingsheng stares at the East emperor forgetting the opportunity and slowly opens his mouth. He only 

says one word. 

 

"Next time, I dare to fight ye Chen. You and I promise that I will fight with you and never die!" 

 

As soon as the voice fell, the aura in his hand soared, and a scream came out, Zhang Lao's soul 

evaporated instantly! 

 

Zhang Lao, die! 

 

Beilingsheng does not allow anything that may threaten yechen's existence, even if it hurts the people 

around yechen. 

 

East emperor forgets the opportunity three people to look at North Ling Sheng, the eyeball son all want 

to burst, if it is not that they descend of is the spirit incarnation, estimate to be angry to vomit blood all 

possible! 

 



But at the moment, the three of them dare not make any move 

 

They are very clear that beilingsheng is not a threat, but serious! 

 

This guy really treats Ye Chen as the future of Beiling temple! 

 

Xu Yanling's face was very ugly and said: "emperor, what should I do?" 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot the opportunity and was silent for a moment. He took a deep look at 

beilingsheng and said, "I'll make you regret it. Let's go." 

 

As soon as the voice falls, three figures disappear! 

 

The warrior in the Cold Moon Valley has lost his mind completely. Today, the heavenly emperors, who 

are high above and like gods, appear in front of them one after another. The reason is that one person 

 

Ye Chen! 

 

This young man, who is less than 100 years old and is only in the realm of heaven and earth, seems to be 

a dragon stirring up the whole heaven and earth! 

 

In order to protect him, the emperor of Beiling put together the whole tiandian directly, which forced 

the emperor of the east to give in! 

 

At the moment, in the shadow of the Cold Moon Valley, a man looks at Ye Chen coldly, and a gloomy 

color appears on his face. Ye Chen is in the limelight, which makes him extremely uncomfortable. What's 

more uncomfortable is the attitude of Beiling temple! 

 

It's a waste. Why does Beiling tiandian regard him as a treasure? 

 

Now his talent has crushed Ye Chen, but he still hasn't got this kind of treatment! 



 

This man is Lu Bing! 

 

However, he soon sneered: "boy, I see how long you can be proud." 

 

As long as you crush Ye Chen on the name of Xuantian stele, the higher you win, the worse you fall. Ye 

Chen will turn from an eternal evil into an eternal joke! 

 

Ye Chen doesn't notice Lu Bing. His eyes sweep across the Cold Moon Valley, but he frowns slightly. Zhu 

Tong's figure is not seen in the valley. 

 

He has learned about the Zhu family through Beiling tiandian. 

 

The Zhu family was originally a big family. However, hundreds of thousands of years ago, Zhu Yuan's 

aunt was also a generation of arrogant. She joined the East emperor's temple. Even the East emperor 

forgot the opportunity and fell in love with her. However, Zhu Yuan's aunt refused to let the East 

emperor forget the opportunity and chose the one she loved. But one day, she suddenly disappeared 

 

After that, the Zhu family began to decline! 

 

After the decline of the Zhu family, everyone pointed at Zhu Yuan's aunt and Zhu Yuan's father who 

supported her 

 

From then on, Zhu Yuan's father was completely excluded, and Zhu Yuan and his sister grew up in the 

torment of the Zhu family. 

 

Until now, Zhu Yuan's sister has been imprisoned in Zhu's family as a bargaining chip for alliance with 

more powerful forces! 

 

In Ye Chen's opinion, Zhu Yuan and Zhu's family have absolutely no kinship, on the contrary, they are 

more like enemies. In this case, he will not let Zhu Tong go! 

 



But Zhu Tong was so cunning that he fled ahead of time when he learned that he was coming to the 

Cold Moon Valley. 

 

Ye Chen murmured: "it seems that I'm going to the Zhu family..." 

 

Beilingsheng came to Ye Chen and said: "Ye Chen, you don't have to worry about Zhu Yuan. I will 

mobilize all the resources to explore his whereabouts for you. Now, concentrate on preparing to carve a 

name on the Xuantian stele!" 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, Shi Yi Li way: "thank emperor." 

 

Then, he walked toward the Xuantian stele, and the eyes of all the warriors fell on Ye Chen one after 

another. 

 

They don't know what kind of achievements this young man who easily crushed Qin Xun and shocked 

heaven and man will leave behind! 

 

But just then, a man's voice rang out from the crowd: "wait a minute." 

 

They all looked in the direction of the sound, and saw that two figures appeared in front of beilingsheng 

and yechen. 

 

One of them looks like a jade crown. He looks like he's in his thirties. His breath is unfathomable. 

Between his actions, he exudes a kind of innate noble spirit. 

 

The other, dressed in black, looked quite handsome. 

 

Beilingsheng frowned and said, "is the wind clear in the south 

 

When they heard the words, their faces changed again. Even the emperor of nanxiaotian hall appeared? 

 



Nanxiao Fengqing at the moment, with a smile on his mouth, he looked at yechen and said, 

"beilingsheng, I heard that you want yechen to sweep all the demons on the Xuantian stele and create a 

new record?"Beiling's eyes sank, and he had a bad feeling in his heart. He said coldly, "so what?" 

 

Nanxiao Fengqing said with a smile: "in that case, you should let my disciples carve names first. 

Otherwise, even if Beiling temple has set a new record now, it must be broken in the next second?" 

 

Without waiting for Beiling Sheng to open his mouth, Nanxiao Fengqing said to the youth beside him, 

"Lu Bing, salute the emperor of Beiling." 

 

When Lu Bing heard the speech, he raised a sneer at the corner of his mouth and stepped forward. He 

hugged Beiling Sheng and said, "I've met the emperor of Beiling, junior Lu Bing!" 

 

But at this time, a strong breath burst out from the ice! 

 

Originally, because Lu Bing's breath has been restrained, some people who are curious about Lu Bing's 

strength are all looking crazy at this moment. They look like ghosts! 

 

They are very clear that Lu Bing's breath is terrifying! 

 

Wake up? 

 

For a time, the whole cold moon valley was a sensation! 

 

Nanxiao tiandian, in the five tiandian, has always belonged to the existence of tepid, but now, it is to 

cultivate an ultimate evil! 

 

If there is no accident, in hundreds of years, Nanxiao tiandian will rise crazily, right? 

 

At this moment, even beilingsheng can't help but shrink his pupils. Looking at Lu Bing, a look of shock 

appears in his eyes 

 



As long as you don't fall behind, you will surely dominate heaven and man, and even go to the supreme 

world!! 

 

For a moment, his confidence was shaken! 

 

Although, he knows that ye Chen's strength is far beyond the realm, but, want to compare with Lu Bing 

may still be a little reluctant, right? 

 

Beilingsheng is very clear that ye Chen's strength lies in his talent and inside information, and ye Chen's 

short board is the realm! 

 

The land ice is not bad in both aspects, almost no short board! First, how big is the gap between the 

two. 
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Beilingsheng's face is a little ugly. It's not only him, but also the high-level people in beilingtian hall! 

 

You know, beilingsheng's announcement to the world this time is at great risk. If ye Chen can't create 

the record of Xuantian stele, then the reputation of beilingtian hall will fall to the bottom 

 

At this time, Nanxiao Fengqing looks at Ning ChiYin and says with a smile, "Miss Ning, that day, you 

satirized me for not having enough vision. Can you still say the same thing today?" 

 

Ning ChiYin heard the words, and the fierce light flashed in her beautiful eyes, but she didn't speak. 

 

She can be sure that ye Chen's potential is far greater than Lu Bing's, but even she dare not say that ye 

Chen can surpass Lu Bing's when she carves the Xuantian stele today 

 

Because it's not the most suitable time for ye Chen to carve a monument, but it's the most suitable time 

for Lu Bing! 



 

Many people in the Cold Moon Valley are also showing a schadenfreude smile, Beiling temple, this is 

lifting a stone to hit their feet? 

 

Even if ye Chen crushed Qin Xun, no one believed that ye Chen was stronger than Lu Bing. 

 

Beilingsheng's face was cold. Looking at Nanxiao Fengqing, he said, "Nanxiao Fengqing, what do you 

mean? Do you have to carve a name when the Xuantian stele is opened this time 

 

Nanxiao Fengqing is obviously aiming at Ye Chen! 

 

This hand, really play very good, no one thought, Nanxiao temple was suddenly out of a talent of evil! 

 

You know, Xue Mobei, who used to be in Beiling Temple of heaven, is already extremely talented. 

However, by comparison, it can be said that Lu Bing's talent is ahead of the demons on the surface of 

the main temple of heaven! 

 

Nanxiao Feng cleared the corner of his mouth, raised a sarcastic smile and said, "why, beilingsheng, are 

you afraid? Huh? Don't you tell the world? That's not going to work? No wonder you're afraid. If Beiling 

Temple turns into a joke, it's all your credit. " 

 

Lu Bing also looked at Ye Chen and said faintly: "Ye Chen, haven't you always been very arrogant? Don't 

you always act recklessly? Didn't you refuse to bow all the time? Why, now in front of me, do you want 

to shrink? Now I ask you, do you dare to accept my challenge and carve your name after me? " 

 

Beilingsheng's face is even more ugly. Now, the name at the top of the Xuantian stele is 67 feet away. 

According to beilingsheng's estimation, with Ye Chen's talent and strength, the position of the 

inscription is enough to exceed 70 feet 

 

So, it's not difficult to break the record, but it's hard to say if Lu Bing carves the name first! 

 

Therefore, the safest way is to let Ye Chen carve the name first. Even if Lu Bing breaks the record, it will 

be a new one. It will make Beiling Temple tell the world. At least you will look better 



 

But now, Lu Bing and Nanxiao Fengqing said such a word, Beiling temple has already retreated! 

 

If you retreat, isn't Beiling temple really a turtle? 

 

That, even if ye Chen broke the record temporarily, no one would buy it! 

 

At the moment, everyone's eyes are focused on Ye Chen's body. 

 

Can, just face Qin Xun still high-profile incomparable Ye Chen, this moment is silent, silent, quietly 

standing in place, a moment later, just said a word. 

 

"Good." 

 

For a moment, everyone's mouth is raised a smile 

 

That's good. No confidence at all? 

 

It seems that ye Chen's pride is also divided into different situations. He is still afraid of Lu Bing. 

 

Lu Bing and Nanxiao Fengqing saw this, and a trace of joy appeared in their eyes, and the smile was full 

of confidence. 

 

They are very clear, ye Chen how crazy, proud, not a person who likes to endure, but now, in the face of 

their irony only said a good? 

 

That can only show that ye Chen is really not Lu Bing's opponent, counsellor! 

 

Both of them are very sure. This time, they can slap Beiling tiandian and yechen hard! 

 



Lu Bing's blood is boiling with excitement. He dreams of stepping on Ye Chen's feet to avenge Lu 

Changfeng! 

 

In the eyes of the people in Beiling temple, there is a look of disappointment. It seems that ye Chen 

himself admits that he is not Lu Bing's opponent. 

 

At the moment, even xuanhanyu was puzzled and said, "Ye Chen, why don't you speak?" 

 

She is very clear that ye Chen's talent is absolutely above Lu Bing! 

 

Ye Chen light way: "don't have to, eh, first let them happy for a while, there is a saying that climb higher, 

fall more miserable." 

 

No words are more convincing than actual actions. 

 

What does he have to say? 

 

After a while, just slap the truth in the face? 

 

What's more, he's afraid of scaring Nanxiao Fengqing and Lu Bing away. If he answers back, they won't 

be named this time? 

 

Beilingsheng looked at Nanxiao with a gloomy face. After a moment, Fengqing nodded and said, "you, 

carve your name." 

 

In his heart, there was a decision! 

 

Lu Bing heard the speech and laughed. His figure flashed. He had already appeared before the Xuantian 

stele. His wrist turned. In an instant, a strong cold air enveloped the whole Cold Moon Valley!Even the 

surface of Xuantian stele has formed a layer of frost in the cold! 

 



What appears in Lu Bing's hand is a dark ice sword! 

 

"Cold sky sword!" 

 

For a time, beilingsheng couldn't help exclaiming, looking at Nanxiao wind, her eyes were about to 

crack! 

 

The cold sky sword is one of the most precious treasures of Nanxiao tiandian. Now, in order to suppress 

Beiling tiandian, even these treasures have to be taken out? 

 

This Nanxiao Fengqing is also under the blood! 

 

Those high-rise buildings of Beiling temple, who are watching the Cold Moon Valley on the flying boat, 

are also full of surprise and anger. They know that this time, Beiling temple will really be planted 

 

So evil, with cold sky sword? 

 

It's not to say that it's possible to set a new record for so many years. It's possible to set a new historical 

record! 

 

Lu Bing takes a proud look at Ye Chen. Seeing that ye Chen is still indifferent, she sneers and says, "just 

pretend to see when you can." 

 

At the next moment, the ice cloud God body displays, and the air of ice rolls around Lu Bing. At the 

moment, countless warriors feel that their blood has been completely frozen, and they can't move at all. 

They are all frightened! 

 

And the cold sky sword seemed to feel the fit with the master, and issued a high pitched sound of 

dragon chanting! 

 

The next moment, Lu Bing whispered: "cloud sky cold dragon sword!" 

 



The rolling ice cloud turned into a lifelike ice dragon in the endless sword Qi, whistling towards the 

Xuantian stele. At the same time, a special energy poured into the dragon, making its sword power soar 

several times instantly! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed and murmured: "this is the ice cloud God body?" 

 

In a flash, the ice dragon hit the Xuantian stele, and a terrible cold burst out, freezing everything in the 

Cold Moon Valley to pieces! 
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Beilingsheng, Ning ChiYin and other people's faces became more and more ugly. With the cold sky 

sword, Bingyun shenti was really terrible. The cold even made them feel a little complicated! 

 

Although Lu Bing has just awakened, I'm afraid most of those under the age of 1000 can't resist this 

sword! 

 

And those who were frozen into ice sculptures, even the spirits began to tremble, completely shocked 

by the power of Lu Bing! 

 

Everyone is staring at the Xuantian stele, the next moment, the ice dragon dissipates, and the word Lu 

Bing appears on the Xuantian stele! 

 

For a moment, the whole cold moon valley was silent, as if it had been frozen forever by the sword of Lu 

Bing 

 

His name, impressively appeared in the position of 76 feet! 

 

This achievement is amazing! 

 

Nanxiao Fengqing, is laughing, satisfied, too satisfied! 



 

The warriors who recovered from the shock looked at Ye Chen one by one, either pitying, sighing, or 

sarcasm and schadenfreude! 

 

Seventy six feet is a rare achievement in the history of heaven and man. 

 

Although many strong people and hidden demons will not participate in the inscription, the five heaven 

hall will send some suitable and peak state disciples to participate! 

 

Ye Chen again against the sky, also can't surpass land ice? 

 

No one is optimistic about ye Chen, including the high level of Beiling tiandian! 

 

The faces of beilingsheng and Ning ChiYin are also dignified to the extreme! 

 

Lu Bing looked at Ye Chen and sneered, "Ye Chen, it's your turn. Don't shrink back." 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, light ground glanced at him one eye, next moment, evil spirit sword fell into 

palm. 

 

Nanxiao Fengqing also asked beilingsheng playfully, "what do you think of beilingsheng and Lu Bing? 

Since you have the confidence to tell the world, ye Chen's achievement can't be lower than Lu Bing's? " 

 

North Ling Sheng Leng hum a, didn't take care of South Xiao Feng Qing, but suddenly came to Ye Chen in 

front, face serious tunnel: "Ye Chen, etc." 

 

At the next moment, a long sword with blood red body appeared in his hands. He handed it to Ye Chen 

and said, "Ye Chen, use this." 

 

Nanxiao Fengqing, who was still smiling, suddenly solidified his face. He couldn't help exclaiming: "blood 

prison magic sword!? Beilingsheng, you want this boy to use the blood prison magic sword? You're 

cheating. No matter how good his grades are, it's not his real ability! " 



 

This blood prison magic sword is surrounded by two runes of light. It's very impressive and has a very 

high grade! It's not weak at all! 

 

Even, the feeling of this sword is more terrible than that of the cold sky sword! 

 

Beilingsheng sneered: "Oh? What's the explanation for Lu Bing's use of cold sky sword? " 

 

Nanxiao Fengqing's face became gloomy. He knew very well how powerful the blood prison magic sword 

was! 

 

In fact, this blood prison magic sword is a treasure from Xuantian stele! 

 

A million years ago, the ultimate evil named Xuantian stele in Beiling Temple of heaven rose all the way 

by virtue of the blood prison magic sword, and suppressed several powerful enemies one after another. 

For a time, it even reached the top of the five Temple of heaven and became the most powerful Temple 

of heaven! 

 

However, after the demon disappeared, the blood prison sword also gradually withdrew from the stage 

of history and never used again. 

 

The reason why the cold sky sword has been kept unused is that few warriors can bear the cold of the 

cold sky sword, but the blood prison magic sword has no such restriction. 

 

But why didn't Beiling Temple use the blood prison magic sword all the time? 

 

The reason is very simple. There is a limit on the number of times to use the blood prison magic sword! 

 

Now, the blood prison magic sword, the remaining use times, no more than five times! 

 

However, the power of the blood prison magic sword is extremely terrifying, enough to crush the cold 

sky sword which is the same as the second grade! 



 

Therefore, it will not be taken out for use under extremely critical circumstances 

 

This blood prison magic sword is one of the backhand of Beiling temple! 

 

But now, is beilingsheng going to carve Ye Chen's name? 

 

In this way, the result is really hard to say 

 

For a time, everyone looks at Ye Chen. Maybe, with the blood prison sword, ye Chen really has the 

strength to compete with Lu Bing? 

 

However, what everyone didn't expect is that ye Chen said to Beiling Sheng lightly: "emperor, I don't 

need my sword. It's easy." 

 

He's a little speechless. This Lu Bing is just a 76 foot inscription. What's the big deal? 

 

Why are you so serious? 

 

Shajian's power today is not as powerful as the blood prison magic sword, but he can see that the blood 

prison magic sword has a limit on the number of times it can be used. Isn't it a waste to carve names for 

himself? 

 

Beilingsheng heard the words, but his eyes were filled with anxiety and anger: "Ye Chen! Don't try to be 

brave. The blood prison magic sword is used at this time! " 

 

In his opinion, ye Chen refused because he was proud. However, the name of this moment is related to 

the whole Beiling temple. How can it be a joke? 

 

Now is not the time for the province!Ye Chen's face didn't change color, shook to shake head, then 

walked toward the Xuan sky stele directly. 



 

"Boy 

 

Beilingsheng seems to want to say something, but is stopped by Ning ChiYin. 

 

Ning ChiYin said with a bitter smile: "emperor, you know ye Chen's character..." 

 

Beilingsheng hears the words and sighs. He knows very well that what ye Chen has decided will not 

change 

 

Now, I can only pray 

 

And Nanxiao Fengqing and Lu Bing are completely relieved, smile, extremely disdainful smile. 

 

The last threat is gone. 

 

All the martial arts present were also sarcastic. It seems to them that ye Chen was frightened by Lu Bing. 

Like a counsellor, he broke the pot and gave up his resistance. He didn't have any 

 

This kind of person only deserves to be a joke, but Beiling tiandian still regards this kind of person as a 

genius! 

 

At this moment, ye Chen stares at the Xuantian stele. The evil spirit, the noble spirit, the gold and silver 

flame, and so on, are all around him. All kinds of means are used to the extreme. The next moment, his 

eyes are shining, and he cuts the Xuantian stele with a sword! 

 

With a roar, the frightening sword light instantly struck the Xuantian stele. The whole Xuantian stele 

trembled slightly on the impact! 

 

And the Cold Moon Valley on the earth, there are cracks! 

 



Everyone, including beilingsheng and Ning ChiYin, as well as a group of beilingtiandian high-rise 

buildings, opened their eyes instantly! 

 

A moment later, the sword light converged, and the two characters Ye Chen appeared on the Xuantian 

stele! 

 

When they looked at the two characters, their thinking stopped. It seemed that they could not 

understand what they saw in front of them 

 

However, they know that they will never forget the name 

 

Even the whole heaven and human world will remember ye Chen 

 

The reason is very simple. At the moment, ye Chen's name is impressively engraved on a hundred feet! 

 

Since the appearance of Xuantian stele, I have never heard of anyone who has successfully carved the 

name of baichi! 

 

Ye Chen did recast Beiling glory as promised, and achieved the ultimate! 
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From today on, Beiling temple will become a holy land for the warriors of heaven and man? 

 

If you can make one ye Chen, maybe you can make two, right? 

 

A group of warriors in the Cold Moon Valley are still shocked by Lu Bing's 76 foot inscription. They gloat 

over the disaster and despise ye Chen. They think that Beiling temple is going to be a laughing stock 

 



Now it looks ridiculous! 

 

Lu Bing and Nanxiao Fengqing, at the moment, even more pale! 

 

They just arrogant, this moment, completely become a disgrace! 

 

Originally in their eyes, ye Chen's counsels also became disdain to take care of! 

 

After all, ye Chen doesn't need to say anything at all. Now, he has burst their faces! 

 

And beilingsheng and ningchiyin are ecstatic! 

 

They constantly improve their evaluation of Ye Chen, but they underestimate it after all! 

 

Beilingsheng smiles, looks at Nanxiao Fengqing and says, "Nanxiao Fengqing, how about ye Chen's 

achievements?" 

 

This is what Nanxiao Fengqing asked him just now. 

 

For a moment, everyone was looking at Nanxiao Fengqing. 

 

Nanxiao wind clear smell speech, face faintly twisted up, shame lost big! 

 

Lu Bing's brain is about to bleed. He wakes up to the ice cloud body. His accomplishments soar and he 

gets the cold sky sword. Why did he lose? 

 

Is your talent and potential really inferior to Ye Chen? 

 

Even Xuantian stele is so sure? 



 

He will ye Chen as his opponent, can feel, it seems that only despair! 

 

Ning ChiYin said with a cold smile: "Nanxiao Fengqing, what do you think of your vision now?" 

 

With this, Nanxiao Fengqing would be so angry that he would vomit blood! 

 

How he hoped that he could go back to that day and change his choice. In that way, the glory of 100 feet 

would belong to the Nanxiao temple! 

 

Ning ChiYin satirized him perfectly that day! 

 

At this time, Lu Bing, who had lowered her head, suddenly yelled, "I haven't lost yet!" 

 

With that, he moved and came to the front of the Xuantian stele. His bloodshot eyes glared at Ye Chen 

and almost hysterically roared: "Ye Chen! In this Xuantian stele, I will definitely get more powerful 

opportunities than you! I'm the one who laughs last! " 

 

Nanxiao wind clear smell speech, is also a bright eye! 

 

Yes, in fact, it's just for the sake of entering the Xuantian stele. The real winner is to get better treasures 

and inherit them! 

 

Although, generally speaking, the higher the location of the inscription, the more precious the treasure, 

but who knows? 

 

Maybe there's a miracle! 

 

Nanxiao wind clear, now can only pray for a miracle! 

 



The next moment, Lu Bing's light flashed, and directly entered the Xuantian stele! 

 

After burning incense, the light on the Xuantian stele shines again. Soon, a young man appears in front 

of everyone. It's Lu Bing! 

 

At the moment, Lu Bing's face is full of smiles! 

 

A glimmer of joy flashed in Nanxiao Fengqing's eyes and said, "Lu Bing, what's the harvest in Xuantian 

stele?" 

 

Lu Bing said haughtily: "small gains." 

 

The next moment, a light blue light flashed in front of Lu Bing. The next moment, a bead like a cold jade 

suspended in front of Lu Bing's body! 

 

This bead looks a little inconspicuous, but when everyone sees this bead, they all show an incredible 

look! 

 

Around the bead, there are three rules of light, which is a rule artifact! And it's on a par with the blood 

prison sword! 

 

Against the sky! 

 

Blood prison magic sword, this level, has been proud of an era, it can be seen that such a law artifact, in 

the whole heaven and man domain, can be regarded as a treasure! 

 

Lu Bing, make a lot of money! 

 

Lu Bing said with a haughty smile: "this cold jade bead is an artifact with both attack and defense. It fits 

my ice cloud body very well and has infinite magical effects. It can even play an extremely terrifying 

power. At the same time, it can greatly improve my cultivation speed. Wearing it for a long time gives 



me a chance to break through the shackles and advance my ice cloud body For a more terrifying 

Constitution 

 

With these words, the people of Cold Moon Valley are already envious! 

 

Lu Bing's luck is so good that she happens to get a treasure that matches her blood! 

 

In this way, it is really possible to surpass Ye Chen! 

 

Although Ye Chen has become the first person on the Xuantian stele since ancient times, can he really 

get a treasure beyond Leng Yuzhu? 

 

Nanxiao Fengqing also smiles, and luck is part of his strength. 

 

Lu Bing looks at Ye Chen. At the moment, ye Chen frowns slightly and looks at the Xuantian stele with a 

look of surprise on his face. 

 

Lu Bing complacent smile, in his opinion, ye Chen is feeling pressure. 

 

Ning ChiYin was a little upset and said, "Ye Chen, you should try it." 

 

Ye Chen is a genius who carves a hundred feet. The treasure he gets is definitely better than this cold 

jade bead!Ye Chen nodded and disappeared in the Xuantian tablet. 

 

After a whirl of heaven and earth, ye Chen opened his eyes again. What appeared in front of him was a 

towering mountain. At the top of the mountain, there was an ancient palace. 

 

Ye Chen gazed at the palace, his eyes flashed slightly and said, "sure enough, there is something in the 

Xuantian stele that gives me a very familiar feeling." 

 



The reason why he was surprised was that after he had just engraved his name, he felt some 

inexplicable and familiar fluctuation coming from the Xuantian stele! 

 

The next moment, ye Chen's body move, then toward the palace, the wave is from there! 

 

Soon, ye Chen came to the palace, the inexplicable wave with his close, more and more intense up, as if 

calling Ye Chen in general. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed and came to an altar at the top of the palace. At the moment, there was a blue 

stone slab on the altar. 

 

And this stone slab is the source of the fluctuation! 

 

For a time, ye Chen's complexion was a little strange. He asked xuanhanyu, "Xuanxian, can you see the 

origin of this stone slab?" 

 

The stone tablet in front of him is not a magic instrument of law. Even there is no fluctuation of spiritual 

power. If it is not found in the Xuantian stele, and there is some inexplicable fluctuation, ye Chen will 

regard it as an ordinary stone tablet 

 

Xuan Hanyu hesitated and said, "I can't see it, but the words written on the stone seem to be special, 

even I don't know..." 

 

When ye Chen hears the words, he takes the slate into his hand and stares at the words on it 

 

All of a sudden, his face suddenly changed, his eyes shook violently, and he slowly spat out a few words: 

"the ancient scroll of the book of heaven?" 

 

Xuanhanyu was surprised and said, "do you recognize these words?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes gradually brightened up, quite excited and said: "the words on the stone slab are magic 

words! I'm afraid I'm the only one who can recognize these words outside the country, but... " 
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He frowned slightly and said: "the author of this ancient volume of the book of heaven should not be a 

real reincarnation. The words on the ancient volume give me a feeling of copying..." 

 

At this time, an old voice rang out behind Ye Chen and said, "yes, this ancient volume of the book of 

heaven is exactly what I transcribed." 

 

Ye Chen face a change, suddenly turned around, saw, behind him stood the figure of an old man. 

 

The old man's clothes are simple and plain, but there are seven layers of aura in his eyes. 

 

The old man saw Ye Chen and said with a smile: "unexpectedly, I left this Xuantian stele to look for the 

demons who can inherit the ancient scroll of the book of heaven, but I waited for a real reincarnation." 

 

"If I guess correctly, you are the reincarnation master who shocked the outside world." 

 

Ye Chen stares at the old man for a moment, and his heart is slightly relaxed. He can feel that the old 

man is just a wisp of spiritual power, which does not pose much threat to him. 

 

However, what the old man said aroused Ye Chen's interest. 

 

He asked the old man, "how do you address me, elder?" 

 

The old man said, "at that time, people called me the holy king of the book of heaven." 

 

A touch of shock flashed in Ye Chen's eyes, and he said, "what is the ancient volume of the book of 

heaven?" 



 

The holy king of Tianshu replied: "I found these words in a boundary by accident and transcribed them 

on this stone slab. As for what is recorded in the stone slab, I don't know. However, what I can be sure is 

that as long as you can grasp a trace of the ancient volume of Tianshu, it will be enough to suppress the 

whole territory and even have a chance to fight against it Wanxu 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed and said: "master Tianshu, how can you be sure?" 

 

The holy king of Tianshu said faintly, "because I defeated nine holy kings with my own strength in those 

days, and some of them came from wanxu. At that time, I became the first one among the holy kings of 

heaven and man. In this world, I have another name, the holy king." 

 

"The king is supreme!" 

 

Ye Chen opens his eyes wide. The old man looks ordinary in front of him. Unexpectedly, he is so 

rebellious! 

 

He couldn't believe it. 

 

But, at this time, Shuo said: "boy, what the old man said is true." 

 

"Oh?" 

 

Shuo Laodao said: "the holy king of Jiuyou was one of the holy kings defeated by him in those years. I 

still have some impression of this holy king." 

 

For a moment, ye Chen looks at the stone slab in his hand, and his eyes are gradually excited. This 

ancient scroll of the book of heaven is so against the sky. With only a little bit of fur, he can crush the 

nine most powerful people in that era? 

 

At this time, that day, the king of the book once again said: "boy, how much do you know about the 

magic language?" 



 

Ye Chen said, "a little bit." 

 

The holy king of Tianshu nodded and said, "this ancient volume of Tianshu can only be understood by 

you. What everyone understands is different. What I can teach you is the knowledge of divine language 

and magic script. I think it will help you. 

 

You have the right to inherit the ancient scroll of the book of heaven. Now, are you willing to accept my 

inheritance? " 

 

Ye Chen nods a way immediately: "natural willing!" 

 

This is not only for the sake of the book of heaven, but also for the purpose of clarifying the method of 

awakening reincarnation. 

 

The holy king said, "before that, I hope you can promise me one thing." 

 

Ye Chen said, "holy king, please speak." 

 

The holy king of Tianshu said: "to tell you the truth, my body has already died, but before I die, I have 

regrets in my heart. If you meet a man named Wen one day, you will have seven halos in your eyes. 

Take care of one or two for me." 

 

Ye Chen nods a way: "good!" 

 

The holy king of Tianshu showed a smile of relief and said, "be ready." 

 

At the next moment, the seven halos in his eyes flashed, and an extremely surging power of the spirit 

suddenly poured into Ye Chen's mind! 

 

Ye Chen hums, and his face shows the color of pain. Even with the strength of his spirit, blood gushes 

out of his seven orifices in an instant! 



 

There are so many kinds of information in his sea of knowledge. If ordinary people come here, I'm afraid 

they can't bear it! 

 

The knowledge about magic words is too huge and heavy. It seems that as long as it comes to magic 

words, it will have some power! 

 

For a time, ye Chen was quiet in the inheritance of the holy king of the book of heaven, and absorbed 

the knowledge about the divine language and the magic text crazily! 

 

…… 

 

Now, in the valley of the cold moon. 

 

Beilingsheng looks at the Xuantian stele and frowns tightly. Half an hour has passed since Ye Chen 

entered the Xuantian stele. But until now, ye Chen has not come back! 

 

Every time I enter the Xuantian stele, I can't get out after half an hour! 

 

Lu Bing and Nanxiao Fengqing are happy now. 

 

Nanxiao Fengqing said: "beilingsheng, maybe Ye Chen got nothing in Xuantian stele. I'm sorry to see you. 

As for, why did you get nothing? Hehe, maybe he cheated in the name engraving, and was found by 

Xuantian stele? "For a time, everyone began to talk about it. Ye Chen's performance is not normal. Now, 

there is such a situation. Is it really cheating? 

 

Lu Bing said with a smile: "I said, it's not sure who will win the final." 

 

"Damn it 

 

Beilingsheng doesn't even expect Ye Chen to get any treasure, just hope he can come back safely! 



 

But at this time, the spirit light of Xuantian stele was darkened, and everyone's face changed! 

 

At the next moment, there were cracks all over the Xuantian stele. With a loud bang, it turned into 

pieces 

 

Countless warriors are looking at this scene foolishly, the Xuantian stele standing for countless years is 

so broken? 

 

The most important thing is that ye Chen is still in the Xuantian stele! 

 

If the Xuantian stele is broken, ye Chen's fate will not be much better 

 

Nanxiao Fengqing was stunned at first, and then he looked ecstatic and said with a smile: "it seems that 

I'm right. This Xuantian stele found Ye Chen cheating. It doesn't hesitate to destroy itself, but also kill Ye 

Chen? Beilingsheng, it's a pity that the evil who led you to recast your glory is gone so soon. You have to 

cheer up! " 

 

Lu Bing is also excited about to jump up, he straightened up his chest again, ye Chen died, he is still the 

first evil! 

 

Beilingsheng and Ning ChiYin are extremely anxious and worried. They don't understand how this can 

happen! 

 

At the moment, in a different space. 

 

Ye Chen slowly opened his eyes, his eyes flashed wildly. He had been handed down by the holy king of 

the book of heaven, and his understanding of the magic words had made a great progress! 

 

He stood up, looked around the palace, and said to himself, "now I have the inheritance of the holy king 

of Tianshu and the ancient scroll of Tianshu. The mission of the Xuantian stele has been completed, and 

it has been destroyed by himself. However, the holy king of Tianshu has left a way to return to foreign 

countries, and at the same time..." 



 

Ye Chen looked into the palace. He knew that there were thousands of treasures in the palace. The holy 

king also left them to him! 

 

This harvest can be called panic! 
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Ye Chen moves and enters the palace to collect the treasures one by one. Then he returns to the altar 

and makes a decision. A door of space opens slowly on the altar. 

 

In the Cold Moon Valley, just when everyone thought that ye Chen had fallen in the Xuantian stele, a 

space crack suddenly appeared, and a figure fell in the valley. It was Ye Chen! 

 

Beilingsheng and Ning ChiYin are glad to see this and say: "yechen, what's the matter with you?" 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "I'm ok, emperor, sister ChiYin. Don't worry." 

 

The smile of Nanxiao Fengqing and Lu Bing is stiff, and their faces are gloomy again. This boy is really 

lucky! 

 

However, soon, Lu Bing took out Leng Yuzhu again and said with a smile to Ye Chen, "Ye Chen, this is the 

treasure I got in the Xuantian stele. I don't know what you got? Can we broaden our horizons? " 

 

Nanxiao Fengqing's face moved. Generally speaking, when he got the treasure, he would leave Xuantian 

stele directly. But what about ye Chen? 

 

But stayed so long, until the Xuantian stele broken just come out, that leaf Chen probably didn't get any 

treasure at all! 

 



Ye Chen lightly looked at Lu Bing one eye, immediately, palm a turn, a stone board appeared in his hand. 

 

They all look at the stone slab in Ye Chen's hand and look strange. In their eyes, this stone slab is just an 

ordinary stone slab 

 

Even beilingsheng was puzzled and asked, "yechen, what's this slate?" 

 

Ye Chen said faintly: "emperor, this is the treasure I got in the Xuantian stele, and it is also the reason for 

the collapse of the Xuantian stele. Inheriting the stone slab is the mission of the Xuantian stele. Now, 

when its mission is completed, it will naturally collapse." 

 

As soon as ye Chen's words were finished, Lu Bing began to laugh, pointed to the stone slab and said, 

"Ye Chen, you can't find a stone slab and carve a few words to bring back if you don't get the treasure in 

the Xuantian stele? Is it the mission of Xuantian stele to inherit the slate? Do you mean that the stone 

slabs in your hands are more precious than my cold jade beads? " 

 

Ye Chen glanced at the cold jade beads and said, "the value of this stone slab is beyond 100 billion cold 

jade beads." 

 

It's no exaggeration at all. The holy king of Tianshu understood a little bit from the ancient scroll, and 

then he became a strong man in the suppression era. The value of this ancient scroll is immeasurable! 

 

How can a little cold jade bead compare? 

 

As soon as this remark comes out, many martial arts people are disdaining to smile. How can they be 

regarded as idiots? 

 

I don't know how to brag? 

 

In their opinion, 80% Ye Chen just didn't get anything, so he had to use this stone slab to make a 

mystery. 

 



Lu Bing picked up a stone slab on the ground, carved several patterns on it, and asked Ye Chen, "Ye 

Chen, how many cold jade beads do you think my stone slab is worth?" 

 

Seeing this, they couldn't help laughing. 

 

Beilingsheng coughed, looked embarrassed and said, "well, the treasure is not important. You're OK. 

This time, you've done a good job. Although the Xuantian stele has been destroyed, no one will forget 

your feat of carving a hundred feet! 

 

Now, let's go back to the temple of heaven. " 

 

"Wait a minute." At this time ye Chen is to suddenly open a way. 

 

Beilingsheng and Ning ChiYin stop and say, "what's the matter?" 

 

Ye Chen said faintly: "I got some things in Xuantian stele. I plan to give them to tiandian." 

 

"Oh?" 

 

Beilingsheng said curiously, "what is it?" 

 

Ye Chen glances at Nanxiao Fengqing and Lu Bing, and a sarcastic smile appears at the corner of his 

mouth. Then, with a wave of his hand, all kinds of dazzling light suddenly erupts in the Cold Moon 

Valley! 

 

One by one magic weapon, heaven and Earth Spirit material and so on, just like tiannu scattered 

flowers, one after another fell on Ye Chen's whole body! 

 

The eyes of all the people in the Cold Moon Valley are straight! 

 

This is a hundred treasures! 



 

And among them, just like Leng Yuzhu, there are as many as three! 

 

For a moment, the sound of cool air, one after another! 

 

"This, this is..." 

 

Even beilingsheng can't believe his eyes. It's no exaggeration to say that these treasures are enough to 

improve the strength of beilingtian temple! 

 

Ye Chen said faintly: "I said that the reason why Xuantian stele exists is to inherit this slate. Since the 

slate has been obtained by me, the treasure in Xuantian stele naturally belongs to me." 

 

These treasures are of little use to Ye Chen. He only left some for taixuan array gate, then left some for 

himself, and took out all the others! 

 

Beilingsheng, Ning ChiYin, Ren Laoren and others treat him well. As long as he has the ability, he will 

naturally repay beilingtiandian. Although these treasures are worth more than he can imagine, ye Chen 

will not hide them. 

 

The power of shajian today may not be as powerful as some of the precious magic weapons, but shajian 

can grow up! 

 

Now, the spirits of the warrior in the early and middle stages of the Huanzhen realm have little influence 

on Ye Chen's soul power. After killing the warrior in the early and middle stages of the Huanzhen realm, 

he just uses his spirits to strengthen the Sha sword.At this moment, ye Chen's humble slate has become 

a divine object in the eyes of the public. No one dares to doubt any word Ye Chen said! 

 

It's hard for people to imagine the existence of these precious stone slabs! 

 

With a click, the stone slab in Lu Bing's hand fell to the ground and fell to pieces. Although his cold jade 

beads are of high quality, they are nothing compared with so many treasures in front of him 



 

No matter in the name or treasure, he doesn't even have the qualification to compare with Ye Chen! 

 

And Nanxiao Fengqing's face is also red, regret to be crazy, if ye Chen was brought into Nanxiao 

tiandian, these treasures would belong to Nanxiao tiandian! 

 

However, a slip into eternal hate, now, there is no room for recovery! 

 

At the moment, beilingsheng shakes his head and says, "Ye Chen, these treasures are from you. Keep 

them." 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "emperor, when I am my own person, don't refuse." 

 

In his eyes, Beiling Sheng was moved. He didn't say anything more. He waved his hand and took all the 

treasures. These treasures are enough to upgrade the strength of Beiling temple to a higher level! 

 

And on the flying boat, some high-level officials who were too proud and dissatisfied with Ye Chen 

before, now, they are completely convinced. From now on, ye Chen is the core of the whole heaven hall! 

 

After all, their contributions to the temple were not as great as ye Chen's this time! 

 

At this time, ye Chen to the North Ling Sheng way: "emperor, I want to go to the blood city." 

 

Beilingsheng's eyes flashed. Xuehuang city is a medium-sized city under the influence of the East 

emperor's temple, and Zhu family is the family of xuehuang city! 

 

Ye Chen is going to avenge Zhu Yuan! 

 

Although beilingsheng is very clear that ye Chen's entry into the city of blood shortage means that the 

contradiction between beilingtiandian and donghuangtiandian is further intensified, he still nods and 

says, "OK, we'll go with you!" 



 

He knows Ye Chen's character very well. He has a clear sense of gratitude and resentment. He attaches 

great importance to love and righteousness. If he hurts his friends, ye Chen will never give up! 

 

What they have to do is to protect Ye Chen, even if they fight with the East emperor's temple! 

 

Immediately, they boarded the boat and galloped towards the city of blood shortage! 
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…… 

 

At the same time, the eastern palace. 

 

In the main hall, on a crystal screen, the scene of Ye Chen and others leaving in the Cold Moon Valley is 

reflected. In front of the screen, there are three people, the East emperor forgetting the opportunity! 

 

At the moment, the three faces are difficult to see the extreme! 

 

Xu Yanling was a little annoyed and asked the Eastern Emperor, "emperor, this boy has survived and got 

a treasure. What should we do?" 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot to look at the direction of the boat's departure and said, "call on all the high 

levels of the Eastern Emperor's temple, let's go to the bloody city!" 

 

Wan Wuguang and Xu Yanling were surprised when they heard the words! 

 

Wanwuguang asked, "did the emperor decide to go to war with Beiling tiandian?" 

 



Xu Yanling's face was full of fear and said: "emperor, please think twice! Our strength is one point 

weaker than that of Beiling tiandian. Besides, Beiling Sheng has also won many treasures in Xuantian 

stele! " 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot the opportunity and shook his head. His eyes were quiet and said: "what we 

have to do is to put pressure on Beiling temple, so that they can't do it. As for ye Chen, give it to Zhu 

Tong..." 

 

"But..." 

 

Wan Wuguang frowned and said: "Zhu Tong's strength is not even as good as Lu Bing. When ye Chen 

engraved his name, even Lu Bing, who has amazing talent, was crushed. Zhu Tong may not be his 

opponent..." 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot the opportunity, flashed a ferocious smile on his face and said, "right away, 

you will know." 

 

…… 

 

Blood city, Zhu family. 

 

Three figures suddenly appeared in front of Zhu Tong. 

 

Zhu Tong, who was drinking and having fun with a woman, suddenly turned pale when he saw the three. 

He pushed the woman away and knelt down in front of the three and said, "Zhu Tong, I have seen the 

emperor, elder Xu and elder Wan!" 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot to look down on him and said coldly, "Zhu Tong, do you know that because 

you, Qin Xun, have become a useless person, and Zhang Lao, who has already died, are you still here for 

fun?" 

 

Zhu Tong was trembling with disbelief when he heard the speech. He said, "how can this happen, master 

Qin and Zhang?" 



 

At this time, the Eastern Emperor forgot the opportunity, but said with a smile: "don't be nervous, this 

time, I want to give you a chance to atone." 

 

Zhu Tong was very grateful and said, "emperor, please speak!" 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot the opportunity and raised a smile. His wrist turned over. A red pill with 

centipede like pattern appeared in his hand and said, "do you know what this is?" 

 

When Xu Yanling saw the pill, he was surprised and said, "blood refining pill?" 

 

Then, in her eyes and wanwuguang's eyes, a touch of joy appeared. They already knew the emperor's 

plan to forget the opportunity! 

 

Zhu Tong smell speech, but in the eyes, is surging up the color of panic! 

 

This blood refining pill, inherited from ancient times, is the best pill to enhance the strength. Moreover, 

the quantity is extremely rare. No one can refine it in the xuanzhan continent today! 

 

The strength of the warrior who takes the blood refining pill can at least improve a big realm! 

 

However, the side effects are also enormous. The warrior who takes the blood refining pill will die of 

exhaustion of blood after the efficacy has receded! 

 

Zhu Tong looked pale and said, "emperor, this is..." 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot the opportunity and said with a smile, "Zhu Tong and ye Chen are now 

coming towards the city of blood shortage. The whole high-rise building of Beiling temple is coming with 

him!" 

 

Zhu Tong's body began to shake when he heard the speech. 



 

The Eastern Emperor forgot to gaze at Zhu channel: "Zhu family is the vassal of our Eastern Emperor's 

temple. Don't worry, my emperor, they will not be allowed to act recklessly! 

 

Beiling Temple people, I East emperor temple, will block, but, ye Chen, you have to deal with! 

 

After you fight with him, you should take the blood refining pill. Don't worry. If you succeed in killing Ye 

Chen, I will help you and won't let you die in the blood refining pill. 

 

Or do you want to disobey the emperor? " 

 

Zhu Tong smelled that his whole body had been soaked with cold sweat. He knew very well that he had 

no choice at all! 

 

The only chance to survive is to kill Ye Chen! 

 

There was a color of determination in his eyes. He took the blood refining pill and said, "I will never let 

the emperor down!" 

 

…… 

 

Half a day later, a huge flying boat came over the city of blood shortage. On the boat, several strong 

men sent out a rolling pressure and rushed towards the city of blood shortage. The battle of protecting 

the city of blood shortage was smashed in an instant! 

 

At this time, several figures on the boat flashed, and then fell empty, heading for the biggest house in 

the city of blood shortage, where the Zhu family was! 

 

Soon, with a loud bang, ye Chen fell into the shape of Zhu's house. At the same time, he was 

accompanied by beilingsheng, Ren Lao and Ning ChiYin. 

 

The high-rise of Beiling temple is ready to take action at any time! 



 

Suddenly, in front of Ye Chen and others, the figure flashed, and there were also four figures coming to 

the courtyard.It is the Eastern Emperor who forgets the opportunity, Xu Yanling, wanwuguang, and Zhu 

Tong! 

 

Beilingsheng stares at Donghuang forgetting the opportunity and says, "Donghuang forgetting the 

opportunity, what do you want to do?" 

 

He is not surprised, in fact, he has sensed that the whole blood city has been surrounded by the strong 

of the East emperor's temple! 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot the opportunity and sneered: "beilingsheng, the city of blood shortage is in 

the territory of our Eastern Emperor's temple. You take the people of beilingtian temple to invade on a 

large scale and ask me what I want to do?" 

 

Beilingsheng flashed a fierce look in his eyes and said, "so, are you going to fight?" 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot the opportunity and hummed coldly: "this is the personal grudge between 

Zhu Tong and ye Chen. If you interfere in the northern Ling Temple, you are declaring war on the Eastern 

Emperor Temple! 

 

Between them, life and death struggle, and you and I can not interfere, how? " 

 

Beiling Sheng eyebrow head a wrinkle, just want to say something, but ye Chen is light way: "can." 

 

Beilingsheng said to yechen: "yechen, be careful what they do." 

 

Ye Chen looked at Zhu Tong, as if he was going to die, and said with a smile, "emperor, I have 

confidence." 

 

Beilingsheng hesitates for a moment, and finally nods. Ye Chen's position is much higher than Lu Bing's. 

his talent and strength should also be above Lu Bing. Zhu Tong is not an opponent! 



 

The East emperor forgets the opportunity three people see this, in the eyes faintly flashed a touch of 

joy. 

 

Immediately, ye Chen and Zhu Tong come out of the crowd! 

 

Ye Chen looked at Zhu channel with no expression: "you cut off Zhu Yuan's arm?" 

 

Zhu Tong heard the speech and said with a cold smile, "so what? Why do you want to cut off my arm? " 

 

Ye Chen suddenly showed a smile and said: "one, how can it be enough? I will cut off all your limbs. " 

 

Zhu Tong smell speech, in the eyes kill machine explosion flash, he wants Ye Chen to die! 

 

Only Ye Chen died, he can survive! 

 

The next moment, Zhu Tong roared, turned his wrist, held a long sword, and cut Ye Chen out with a 

sword! 

 

He didn't take the blood refining pill immediately, and he was lucky. Maybe he could kill Ye Chen 

without the blood refining pill? 
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A frightening sword light surges out towards Ye Chen in an instant. The aura flows in the sword light and 

makes its power soar in an instant. The strong sword meaning fills the whole courtyard, as if every ray of 

air turns into a sharp blade and cuts towards Ye Chen! 

 

Beilingsheng and others had a nervous look in their eyes. 



 

However, in the face of this sword, ye Chen is contemptuous smile, in the moment that the sword light 

is about to touch him, the hand Sha sword dance, strong sword light soars up, unexpectedly is the 

moment to tear Zhu Tong's sword light to pieces! 

 

The frightening sword light, after breaking the sword light, still swept towards Zhu Tong! 

 

Ye Chen's strength is far beyond Zhu Tong. Under the lock of the sword light, Zhu Tong doesn't even 

have the chance to dodge. And this sword is aimed at Zhu Tong's arm! 

 

In the face of this sword, Zhu's face muscles were shaking wildly, and his mind was about to collapse. He 

couldn't believe that he had no resistance in front of this young man who was less than 100 years old! 

 

The next moment, a decisive color appeared in Zhu Tong's eyes. He suddenly took out a red pill and 

swallowed it in his mouth! 

 

Almost in an instant, Zhu Tong's breath began to expand wildly, his eyes were flashing red, and a surge 

of incomparable power surged in his body! 

 

There was a flash of ecstasy on Zhu Tong's face. Facing the sword light in front of him, he cut a sword 

again! 

 

With a loud bang, this sword finally extinguishes Ye Chen's sword light! 

 

Seeing this, beilingsheng's face changed slightly and said, "Damn, that's the blood refining pill! Ye Chen, 

don't touch with him until the end of the medicine 

 

Zhu Tong saw the sword light that had just frightened him, but now it was easily broken. For a moment, 

his confidence was greatly increased. With a cruel smile, he would not give ye Chen the chance to delay. 

He was just like a beast and rushed towards Ye Chen in an instant! 

 

The long sword in his hand dances, and the power brought by the blood refining pill greatly improves 

the power of this sword! 



 

Moreover, it is still rising all the way! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are fixed. Facing this sword, he blows out a sword again. Close combat is exactly what he 

is good at! 

 

Next moment, swords fight! 

 

A terrible energy radiated around. If it wasn't for the six strong men, the whole Zhu mansion would be in 

ruins now! 

 

But this time, ye Chen's pupil suddenly shrinks, unexpectedly is in the huge sound even retreated several 

steps! 

 

Zhu Tong, who was almost crushed by Ye Chen just now, has completely reversed the situation! 

 

The East emperor forgets the opportunity and so on to see this, is the face appears joyful, Lian Xue Dan 

really deserves the reputation! 

 

Zhu Tong said with a wild smile: "boy, do you want to cut off my limbs? Huh? I can cut off Zhu Yuan's 

hand. It's not difficult to cut off you! " 

 

As soon as his voice fell, he continued to attack Ye Chen like the wind, and didn't give ye Chen the 

chance to breathe! 

 

In this moment, Zhu Tong's breath has risen to the extreme, his confidence has expanded 

unprecedentedly, as if the whole world will be broken under his sword! 

 

In his eyes is the color of excitement, if you kill Ye Chen, not only his life can be saved, from then on, will 

be in the temple of heaven? 

 



But, in the face of Zhu Tong, ye Chen's eyes flashed a touch of cold light, and said in his heart: "Shuo Lao, 

Xuanxian Zi, lend me strength!" 

 

Shuo Lao's power poured into Ye Chen's body, while Xuan Hanyu's power was the sharp breath of Sha 

Jian, which was countless times terrifying! 

 

The next moment, a sword light burst out on the Sha sword again! 

 

However, this time, ye Chen did not plan to defend at all, and let Zhu Tong's sword run through his 

body! 

 

With a flash of blood, Zhu Tong's eyes were wide open, surprised! 

 

His sword ran through Ye Chen's heart very easily! 

 

This kid, is he dead? 

 

And Zhu Tong was saved! 

 

However, when he glimpsed beilingsheng and others in the corner of his eyes, he frowned! 

 

Why, ye Chen is dying, they are so calm? 

 

At this time, his pupils trembled violently, and he saw that the heart was pierced by his sword. The 

young man, who should have died, showed a satisfied smile to him and said: "the first one." 

 

The heart is penetrated, but ye Chen seems to have no trouble! 

 

And what does the first one mean? 

 



At the same time, a sharp pain surged on Zhu Tong's shoulder. Zhu Tong looked at his shoulder in 

disbelief 

 

It's empty 

 

No, his hands are gone! 

 

Zhu Tong's arm was really cut down by Ye Chen's sword! 

 

He never dreamed that ye Chen's heart was punctured, not only didn't die, but also could he do it? 

 

Zhu Tong uttered a scream, looking at Ye Chen, the eyes are indescribable hate! 

 

As soon as he closes his wrist, he will pull out the sword that pierces Ye Chen's chest and attack again. 

But this time, the sword in his hand is stillSee, ye Chen unexpectedly is living to grasp the sword blade of 

that long sword! 

 

At the same time, ye Chen is a sword cut down! 

 

Zhu Tong's face turned pale completely. He gave up his long sword and took out a weapon again. He cut 

a sword at Sha Jian! 

 

Swords and swords hit each other, and there was another loud noise. This time, a figure flew out in an 

instant, and hit a loft behind him, smashing it to pieces! 

 

When they looked at the figure, they saw a one armed man lying in the ruins. It was Zhu Tong! 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgets the opportunity and so on to look at Zhu Tong who is chopped to fly, the 

pupil shrinks! 

 

Zhu Tong, who took the blood refining pill, is still not ye Chen's opponent!? 



 

How powerful the boy is! 

 

Ye Chen pulls out the sword inserted in his heart, and the wound is healing rapidly. At the same time, he 

appears in front of Zhu Tong. His face is expressionless, and he cuts it off with a sword. At the moment, 

Zhu Tong is in great pain, and countless bones are broken. In the face of Ye Chen's sword, he can't help 

but utter a cry of despair. He has no strength to resist! 

 

And ye Chen, it is light ground vomited three words. 

 

"Second." 

 

With a flash of blood light, Zhu Tong's other arm, under the sword, turned into a blood mist. 

 

In Zhu's house, there was a very sad scream! 

 

However, ye Chen's sword was raised again, without the slightest fluctuation in his eyes. He said that he 

would cut off Zhu Tong's limbs. Now, there are two left! 

 

In the flash of blood light, Zhu Tong's limbs were completely chopped up, and the whole person's breath 

was quickly withered down! 

 

All of a sudden, his face twisted and his skin shriveled rapidly. A look of great pain appeared in Zhu 

Tong's eyes. He cried to the emperor and others: "emperor, help me, help me!" 

 

Lianxuedan's backfire begins! 

 

But, at the moment, the East emperor forgets the opportunity and so on is the facial expression, has not 

paid attention to Zhu Tong's meaning at all! 
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In a short time, Zhu Tong turned into a man and died miserably. 

 

Ye Chen put away his sword, looked at the emperor and said with a smile, "next, it's the emperor's turn. 

I won't let you wait too long." 

 

The East emperor forgets the opportunity, three people smell speech, the heart, is mercilessly one sink! 

 

Ye Chen's progress is so fast that they are afraid from the bottom of their hearts! 

 

Maybe not ten years, ye Chen will have the strength to fight them!!! 

 

The Eastern Emperor forgot to stare at Ye Chen and said, "let's go!" 

 

The next moment, a group of strong people of the East emperor's temple left the city one after another! 

 

Zhu Tong failed, and the Zhu family did not have much value. They did not really want to live with Beiling 

temple. 

 

A Zhu family is destroyed. 

 

Ye Chen low drinks a way: "all Zhu people, come out to see me!" 

 

Soon, many men and women came to Ye Chen. They looked at the shriveled corpse on the ground, and 

all of them were frightened. It was Zhu Tong's corpse 

 

As the most powerful existence of Zhu family, Zhu Tong is invincible in their eyes! 

 

But now, Zhu Tong died so miserably! 



 

For a moment, the sound of Putong rings, Zhu family all kneel in front of Ye Chen! 

 

They are very clear, ye Chen wants them to die, is only a matter of a word! 

 

However, ye Chen just casually looked at a maid and asked, "where is Zhu Yuan's sister?" 

 

"Please Please follow me... " 

 

Soon, under the guidance of the maid, ye Chen came to a small black room. 

 

And in the room, a girl who looked extremely thin and haggard was tied to a huge iron pillar by a chain. 

 

The girl's complexion is pale. Although she looks thin and haggard, her face is still very beautiful! 

 

At the moment, the girl is still murmuring: "I will not marry him, I will not marry him..." 

 

All of a sudden, she noticed someone coming in and screamed, "get out of here, get out of here! I won't 

marry him. I won't even die. Kill me. You kill me 

 

Ye Chen eyebrows a wrinkly, at the same time in the heart surging up a fury, from this young girl's 

performance to see, can imagine how many torments she suffered! 

 

The next moment, Hongmeng big starry sky emerged, starlight gushed from ye Chen's eyebrows, into 

the girl's sea of knowledge, she gradually calmed down. 

 

Ye Chen knows that she is Zhu Yuan's sister, named Zhu Ying. 

 

Recovered calm Zhu Ying, difficult ground raises a head, saw Ye Chen one eye to ask a way: "who are 

you?" 



 

Ye Chen said: "my name is Ye Chen. I'm your brother's friend. Your brother asked me to save you." 

 

After that, ye Chen chopped the chains with a few sword lights, and took Zhu Ying to leave the dark 

room and return to the courtyard. 

 

Zhu Ying glanced around and asked, "Ye Chen, where's my brother?" 

 

Ye Chen's vision is tiny to flash a way: "Zhu Yuan temporarily disappeared, however, I promise to you, I 

will find him, now, return to the North Ling Heaven Temple with me first." 

 

Zhu Ying naturally has no opinion, Zhu family is hell to her! 

 

They boarded the boat again and headed for the tiandian Hall of Beiling. 

 

…… 

 

Donghuangtian hall. 

 

Forgetting the opportunity, the Eastern Emperor thought, "it seems that if we want to kill this boy, we 

have to wait until the five parties fight in disorder before we have a chance to kill this boy..." 

 

He said with a loud drink, "come and see me!" 

 

During this period, he will do everything possible to improve Li qianjue's strength! 

 

Soon, a handsome young man came to the hall, saluted the emperor and said, "disciple Li qianjue, I've 

met your master." 

 

Today's Li qianjue, breath horror! It is no longer what ye Chen saw at that time! 



 

The Eastern Emperor forgot the opportunity to gaze at Li qianjue and said, "qianjue, next time, I plan to 

send you to a place outside the temple of heaven. Only there, when the five parties' chaos comes, can 

you defeat Ye Chen!" 

 

…… 

 

Now, Beiling temple. 

 

Looking at Ye Chen, beilingsheng frowned and said, "no, now you are the enemy of donghuangtian hall, 

nanxiaotian hall and Zhongyuan tiandian hall. Do you want to leave beilingtian hall alone? Do you want 

to die? " 

 

Just now, ye Chen told him that he was leaving Beiling tiandian again! 

 

This boy is really not afraid of death! 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "therefore, please declare that I am closed." 

 

Beilingsheng sighed. He knew that what ye Chen decided would not be changed easily. Immediately, he 

threw several Tian Yin snails to Ye Chen and said, "if you encounter any danger, please let me know!" 

 

Ye Chen heart a warm, smile: "emperor, don't worry." 

 

Beilingsheng said helplessly: "well, you can go, but remember to come back when I tell you to come 

back! Because another period of time, there will be a five-way chaotic battle, and the five heavenly halls 

will send out demons to participate in it. This five-way chaotic battle is also an event that determines 

the ranking of the heavenly hall and re divides its sphere of influence. You will fight on behalf of Beiling 

heavenly hall! ""Yes 

 

That night, ye Chen quietly left Beiling temple. The next morning, Beiling Sheng announced in the 

temple that ye Chen was closing. No one should disturb him! 



 

…… 

 

Taixuan array gate, a hundred miles away. 

 

Ye Chen's hands are behind him, waiting for something. 

 

Before long, the void was torn, and a bloody dragon appeared out of thin air! 

 

The breath of the bloody dragon is faint and terrifying, as if it came from the ancient world! 

 

Blood dragon's two pupils, when see ye Chen, the moment from indifference into surprise! 

 

"Master!" 

 

Blood dragon falls from high altitude and turns into human form in a moment! 

 

It's obvious that ye Chen's inscription has not spread to this place. It's mainly spread in the five heaven 

hall. Besides, ye Chen's name is also very popular in the heaven and human world. Therefore, the blood 

dragon doesn't know about ye Chen's work in Beiling heaven hall during this period of time! 

 

Although I don't know, but the blood dragon can feel the Qi and breath of Ye Chen's body, there must 

be a big harvest! 

 

"Congratulations, master!" Blood dragon quite excited arched hand way. 

 

Ye Chen smiles and nods. In the next second, he directly presents some treasures of Xuantian stele in 

front of the blood dragon! 

 



The blood dragon has some doubts. When he sees the treasure in front of him, his expression is 

extremely strange and shaking! 

 

He got some inheritance from Huanglong GuDi and Taigu ZuLong, and naturally knew what these things 

represented in front of him! 

 

The master leaves this time, the harvest is too big! 

 

"Master, these things are..." Blood dragon still asks a way. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't talk nonsense, and says directly: "I know you don't lack treasures. They are given to Yan 

Kun and the devil emperor. If you have something you need, you can keep it. It's useless for me." 

 

The blood dragon knew Ye Chen's character, so he didn't hesitate to accept any treasure that was 

enough to shake the power of heaven and man. 


